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Testing Tools 
There are several tools that were used in this assessment.  All are available at no cost – with some 
conditions on the Screen Readers. These tools are essential in making use of this report because you are 
seeing issues on a sample of pages. It is up to developers to check these issues on other pages which are 
not reviewed here. These tools make that possible. 

The most important tool, by far, is the Web Accessibility Toolbar (WAT) from the Paciello Group 
http://www.paciellogroup.com/resources/wat-ie-about.html. There is also a version of the tool bar for 
the Opera browser, available from the same site. Use of the toolbar is discussed on the Paciello site and 
also here: http://jimthatcher.com/webcourse3.htm. There is a similar toolbar for Firefox, 
http://chrispederick.com/work/web-developer/.  

These toolbars provide a set of functions that place text and borders in the page to highlight accessibility 
features (or lack thereof). The screen shot below shows the Web Accessibility Toolbar in Internet 
Explorer 9.  

 

In the screen shot the Images menu is open, and the Show Images function is highlighted (certainly one 
of the most used functions of WAT). We refer to this function this way: ImagesShow Images. One hint 
you need for using these tools is that after the page is marked up with ImagesShow Images, for 
example, you can get rid of the toolbar’s markup by refreshing the page, F5 from the keyboard. Another  
hint is, when you find that the markup is just not readable, then refresh the screen (F5), use the Disable 
CSS function from the CSS menu CSSDisableCSS and then use ImagesShow Images again. 

http://www.paciellogroup.com/resources/wat-ie-about.html
http://jimthatcher.com/webcourse3.htm
http://chrispederick.com/work/web-developer/
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In addition to the functions in the toolbar, we also use 
and recommend a set of “favelets” – JavaScript code 
invoked like a user invokes a bookmark – that have some 
advantages over the Web Accessibility Toolbar functions 
(screen shot on the right). The favelets are available here: 
http://jimthatcher.com/favelets. That page includes 
instructions for their installation an use. 

Another very useful tool is the Colour Contrast Analyser 
which can be started from the Colour menu of the Web 
Accessibility Toolbar, ColourContrast Analyser 
(application) or it can downloaded separately  
(http://tinyurl.com/colourcontrast) and started without the toolbar. Certain numeric values for contrast 
between foreground and background text colors are required by the guidelines. These contrast ratios 
are calculated by this tool, and perhaps even more important, you can experiment with colors to see 
which combinations similar to what you have will meet the guidelines. 

For testing web pages for accessibility by people who are blind, use of a screen reader is recommended. 
JAWS (http://hj.com/jaws) is the most popular screen reader and should be part of your QA team’s set 
of tools.  For occasional testing, the demo version of JAWS is fully functional and runs for 40 minutes. 
This time limit resets each time the computer reboots.  For more extensive testing, purchase of a license 
is required.  GW Micro has a similar arrangement for its screen reader, Window-Eyes, 
http://www.gwmicro.com/Window-Eyes/. There is one free open-source screen reader for Windows 
called Non-Visual Desktop Access (NVDA): http://www.nvda-project.org/.   

Screen readers are feature-rich, complex programs.  Some are unwilling to invest the energy for 
mastering the operation of a screen reader, so avoid testing with them.  However, a few very simple 
commands will allow testing some of the most important attributes of web pages when viewed by 
people who are blind: 

• CTL Stops the reading process 
• TAB Advances to the next active element on a web page 
• Arrows UP and DOWN arrow keys move one item at a time.  
• H  Move to next Heading 
• F   Move to next from control (C with Window-Eyes) 
 

Another approach for illustrating the experience of a user who is blind is to use a free Firefox extension 
called Fangs.  This application creates a text version of your page showing the interpretation that a 
generic screen reader would probably generate. With this visual presentation, an author can review and 
analyze the behavior of the site as it would be experienced by someone using a screen reader. You can 
download Fangs here: http://www.standards-schmandards.com/projects/fangs/. This tool also shows 
the “meta text” that screen reader users expect, like the word “link” before link text, “visited link” 
before a link that has been followed, and “edit” for a text input field. What is not supported, compared 

http://jimthatcher.com/favelets
http://tinyurl.com/colourcontrast
http://hj.com/jaws
http://www.gwmicro.com/Window-Eyes/
http://www.nvda-project.org/
http://www.standards-schmandards.com/projects/fangs/
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to a real screen reader is the ability to test the functionality of the page, tabbing to and following or 
activating links or buttons. 

There are many free one page testing tools; there is one that is very good. You can test any single page 
with http://tinyurl.com/worldspace1page. On that page you can set the URL of the page you want to 
check and you can specify your desired level of compliance, Section 508, or Level A, AA, or AAA of  
WCAG 1.0 or WCAG 2.0 Level A and AA.  

With these basic tools, content providers can manually test selected pages and web based applications 
for compliance with accepted standards of accessibility.    

Summary of issues 
There is quite a bit of variation in the accessibility of the pages I reviewed. For example on one page 
there was pretty good headings markup for navigation with screen readers – and on the next page there 
were no headings.  

The issues are quite simple and should be easy to fix. Probably the most serious for access by blind 
students is the inconsistent labeling of forms. Like I mentioned for headings above, on one page the 
form is pretty well labeled; on another no labeling at all.  

Issue Severity Examples 

1. Active images. Alt-text for Active Images (image links, 
buttons, areas, etc) should convey the purpose or function of 
the link or button.  

High 3.4,14.1, 20.3, 
2.3, 22.4 

2. Inactive image. For images which are not links, the alt-text 
should convey the same information as the image; if 
redundant or decorative, use alt=””. 

High 1.6, 3.3,15.2, 22.5 

3. Form labels. Form controls must be labeled, using the 
label tag when the on-screen text is adequate and 
contiguous. When it is not, use the title attribute to 
specify the purpose of the control. Use fieldset/legend 
markup to provide context for sets of radio buttons. 

High 1.1, 4.2, 4.3, 7.2, 
17.2, 20.2, 22.2 

4. Contrast. A contrast ratio of 4.5 to 1 is required for normal 
text; larger text (18 point or 14 point bold) passes with a 
contrast ratio of 3:1. 

Medium 1.2, 4.4,7.3, 14.4, 
19.2 

5. In-page navigation (skip link). Each page should have a link 
at the top of the page which is visible (at least visible when it 
receives focus) and jumps to the main content of the page.  

High 1.8, 1.9, 17.3, 
22.1 

http://tinyurl.com/worldspace1page
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Issue Severity Examples 

6. In-page navigation (landmark roles). Use landmark roles 
judiciously to provide simple access to features of the site. 
These are usually appropriate: 

• role=”navigation” - Use aria-label if it is 
important to distinguish different navigations areas 

• role=”main” – For the main content 

• role=”search” – The search section 

• role=”content info” – The content at the 
bottom like copyright, privacy, etc. 

High 3.2 

7. In-page navigation – headings. Make sure all major sections 
of the page have headings, that numbering is consistent and 
doesn’t  skip. Try to have at most one h1 heading per page. 

High 1.3, 2.1, 3.1, 4.1, 
7.1, 15.1,17.1, 
19.1, 20.1 

8. Frame titles.  Each frame or iframe must have a title 
attribute that at least suggests the purpose of the frame. 
Without it screen readers may read useless and annoying 
source code. 

High 14.3 

9. Layout tables. Though layout tables are to be discouraged, 
but if they are used, be sure to include 
role=”presentation” on the table tag for all layout 
tables.   

High 1.7 

10. Keyboard access. It is crucially important that all 
functionality links, buttons controls) be available to one who 
does not use a mouse. Keyboard access generally means 
tabbing to active objects and pressing enter or space bar to 
activate the object. 

High 1.4, 3.5 

11. Finding added content. When a modal window is opened, 
there is no page reload – a screen reader has no indication 
that anything has happened or where it has happened. This 
can be fixed by doing three things.  

• Code as an alert dialog with the important message 
as the ARIA label. Sample here: 
http://tinyurl.com/alertdialog.  

• Have a heading and make it an h2.  

• Move focus to the dialog. 

High 1.5 

http://tinyurl.com/alertdialog
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Issue Severity Examples 

12. Semantic markup. Use proper html semantic markup for 
native structures, like unordered lists, ordered lists, 
definition lists, blockquotes, and headings.  

High 3.5 

Table Header Explanation  
Issue Std 

# Item number 

Issue  Description of where the page is not consistent with the specified 
accessibility standards. 

Std (standard) • The letters in this column refer to the Section 508 §1194.22 
standards (http://www.access-
board.gov/sec508/guide/1194.22.htm).  For example (a) refers to 
1194.22(a), the first provision of the Section 508 Web 
Accessibility Standards which deals text alternatives for non-text 
content (alt-text). When a 21 prefaces the letter, that refers to 
the Section 508 Software Standards, §1194.21 
(http://www.access-board.gov/sec508/guide/1194.21.htm). For 
example 21(a) is the requirement for keyboard access.  

• The three part numbers (e.g. 1.1.1) refer to the WCAG 2.0 
success criteria (http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/). I am only 
referencing WCAG 2.0 Success criteria that are included in the 
Section 508 Refresh Report, the proposed new Section 508 
Standards. 

Sev (Severity) The severity column indicates the importance of the issue: 
• High means that the corresponding errors are the most important 

to fix and are Section 508 and WCAG 2.0 requirements.  
• Med (Medium) generally indicates that the issue is at WCAG 2.0 

level AA, or often a best practice interpretation of the 508 
standard or WCAG success criterion. 

• Low indicates an issue that certainly passes as is, but 
improvement is possible. 

• Good – these are examples of things done well.  
• Use – Issues of usability, not specifically accessibility. 
 

Recommendation Suggestions for fixing the problem. 

 

http://www.access-board.gov/sec508/guide/1194.22.htm
http://www.access-board.gov/sec508/guide/1194.22.htm
http://www.access-board.gov/sec508/guide/1194.21.htm
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/
http://www.access-board.gov/sec508/update-index.htm
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Detailed Review – Access to UC Berkeley Libraries 

Melvyl_Books.pdf 
The following pages are from the file Melvyl_Books.pdf. 

1. Melvyl – UC Berkeley Landing Page 
http://berkeley.worldcat.org/           
August 2012 

 
# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

1.1 Form labels. The form is not 
correctly labeled, and does not 
speak well with JAWS. 

(n) 
3.3.2 

High You have a fieldset tag. Remove the 
label tag below that fieldset and wrap 
that same text with the legend tag. Now that 
applies to the whole form. Add title 
attributes, title=”Search text” and 
title=”scope of search” to the two 
controls. 

1.2 Contrast. The search button 

( ) has inadequate 
contrast with a contrast ratio of 
2.4:1. Also the visited link color 

1.4.3 High A ratio of 4.5:1 is required. You could use 
#407AB0 as a background on the Search button 
to get 4.5:1. For visited link text – just choose a 
better color!  

http://berkeley.worldcat.org/
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# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

( ) is inadequate with a ratio 
of 2.6:1  

1.3 In-page navigation. There is one 
obvious heading on this page but 
that is it for navigation help. 

(o) 
2.4.1 

High Landmark roles are perfect for this page. Use 
banner, main and contentinfo roles for 
the top area, the main content, and the footer. 
In addition add role=”navigation” for 
the navigation links at the top. 

1.4 Keyboard access.  The pull-down 
menu items (see screen shot) are 
all in the tab order. This is not an 
accessible menu system and it is 
not the keyboard equivalent to 
the mouse user experience with 
the menus.  

21(a) 
21(d)
2.1.1 
4.1.2   

 

OK Ideally this would be implemented as an 
accessible menu system, for example, 
http://tinyurl.com/yuimenu. Since the total 
number of menu items is quite small, this can 
pass as is. 

1.5 Finding added content. Modals 
like “sign in” (screen shot below) 
are serious problems for screen 
reader users because they are not 
in the expected reading order and 
almost impossible to find. Here, 
however, focus is placed on the 
first field so a screen reader user 
is ready to interact with the form. 
Very good! 

(d) 
2.4.3 

Med When you dismiss the modal (Cancel of X) focus 
becomes undefined and is thus at the top of the 
page for a screen reader user. To facilitate 
access for such users, return focus to the link 
that opened the modal when it is dismissed. 

 

 

1.6 Images. The loading image ( ) 
has no alt-text. 

(a) 
1.1.1 

High Use alt=”” or alt=”loading”. I prefer the 
former. 

1.7 Layout tables. There are seven 
tables used for layout. 

(g) 
1.3.1 

High Use role=”presentation” on each 
layout table so that screen readers will ignore 
the tabular structure. 

1.8 Skip link. It doesn’t work.  (o) 
2.4.1 

High The code is wrong. Instead of 
href=”#content” it should be 
href=”#div-content”. 

http://tinyurl.com/yuimenu
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# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

1.9 Skip link. Skip links are mostly 
valuable to sighted keyboard 
users not using AT. But the skip 
link is not visible.  

21(a) 
(o) 
2.4.1 

High Make this a visible link “skip to content” or 
make it visible when it receives focus. Check 
out my home page http://jimthatcher.com for 
an example of this being done. 

2. Melvyl – Attempt to Search 
http://berkeley.worldcat.org/search?qt=wc_org_berkeley&q=j.k.+rowling&scope=1&oldscope=&wcsbtn
2w=Search  
August 2012 

 
# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 From above. See #1.2 Contrast on visited links. 

2.1 In-page navigation. There is one 
heading  (an h1) “Some or all ...” 
but that doesn’t seem to be the 
main heading.  

(o) 
2.4.1 

Med Make the main heading (“UC Berkeley Libraries 
authentication needed”) and h1; the next line 
can be h2 if you want – or not a heading. 

http://jimthatcher.com/
http://berkeley.worldcat.org/search?qt=wc_org_berkeley&q=j.k.+rowling&scope=1&oldscope=&wcsbtn2w=Search
http://berkeley.worldcat.org/search?qt=wc_org_berkeley&q=j.k.+rowling&scope=1&oldscope=&wcsbtn2w=Search
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3. UC Berkeley Library 
http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/Help/connecting_off_campus.html   
August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 From above. See #1.7 Use role=”presentation” for layout tables. 

3.1 In-page navigation. There are 
three headings here – the main 
one at the top is an h2 andthere 
are two useless h6 headings at 
the bottom of the page.  

(o) 
2.4.1 

High Make that main heading an h1, and each of the 
three sub headings h2. Delete the h6’s at the 
bottom. 

3.2 In-page navigation. In addition to 
the headings markup add 
landmark regions (similar to #1.3). 

(o) 
2.4.1 

High Use banner, main and contentinfo 
landmarks for those three regions. Since the 
navigation area is the banner, no reason to 
specify that.  

3.3 Images. The image at top left is 
decorative; the current alt-text 
(“Photograph: Student reading, 

(a) 
1.1.1 

High Just use alt=”” on the image. 

http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/Help/connecting_off_campus.html
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# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

South/Southeast Asia Library") is 
really no useful.  

3.4 Image map. The navigation 
images at the top are made up of 
an image map. The order of the 
areas in the map seems almost 
random and the alt-text on the 
map itself is “menu: help.” 

(a) 
1.1.1 

High Use text in the image for alt-text on the image 
map, alt=”UC Berkeley Library” and 
arrange the area tags in the map so they are 
in the same order is the as in the image. Also 
remove “(link)” from each – that is redundant. 

3.5 In-page links. There are three 
links to the three main sections of 
the page visible in the screen shot. 
If you follow one of these, and 
then tab, you are back at the top 
of the page.  

21(a) 
(o) 
2.1.1 
2.4.1 

High This problem of in-page links not working is 
discussed here: http://tinyurl.com/skiplinks. 
One of the ways of fixing these links is to make 
the target of each in-page link an anchor with, 
say, with href=#. 

3.6 Semantic markup. The list of links 
mentioned in #3.5 is not coded as 
a list (screenshot below). Each is 
preceded with “right double angle 
bracket” – that is how JAWS 
announces it.  

1.3.1 High Use list markup – you already have the 
<ul></ul> buy no list items <li>. If you 
want  these - » - be sure to make them the list 
marker in html, not on-screen symbols. 

 

 

 

http://tinyurl.com/skiplinks
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4. Melvyl Search (“j.k. Rowling”) 
http://berkeley.worldcat.org/search?qt=wc_org_berkeley&q=rowling%2C+j.k.&scope=1&oldscope=1&w
csbtn2w=Search       
August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 From above. See #1.2 Contrast of visited links, #1.6 Alt-text on loading image,  

4.1 In page navigation. There are no 
headings. 

(o) 
2.4.1 

High Use the following heading structure.  

 h1 for main (top) “Search results… ” 
h2 for headings going down left side, “Databases”, etc. 
h2 also for secondary search results,  “Results 1-10 …” and finally 
h3 on each book title (not author, just title). 

http://berkeley.worldcat.org/search?qt=wc_org_berkeley&q=rowling%2C+j.k.&scope=1&oldscope=1&wcsbtn2w=Search
http://berkeley.worldcat.org/search?qt=wc_org_berkeley&q=rowling%2C+j.k.&scope=1&oldscope=1&wcsbtn2w=Search
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# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

4.2 Form labels.  The search form at 
the top has a label with hidden 
text, “Find items in libraries near 
you.” But it’s too long and doesn’t 
specify the purpose of the field.  

(n) 
3.3.2 

High Remove the label and just use 
title=”search text”. for the select 
menu, title =”Scope of search”, 
consistent with form on page 1. 

4.3 Form labels. The checkboxes for 
each book are labeled with hidden 
text (Display:none), the title 
of the book. I tested with current 
JAWS and WindowEyes and this is 
spoken correctly. 

(n) 
3.3.2 

OK But it is risky using text hidden with 
display:none. I don’t understand why not 
just use the label tag around the on-screen 
title of the book.  

4.4 Contrast. The search button 

( ) has inadequate 
contrast with a contrast ratio of  
1.9:1.  

1.4.3 Med You can’t get adequate contrast with 
yellows/oranges. Just use a different color! By 
the way you can increase the text to 14 point 
bold, then only 3:1 is required. 

4.5 
Images. The book icons ( ) 
have empty alt-text which is good 
– but this is “space” for alt text. 

(a) 
1.1.1 

Med Use alt=””, no space. 

4.6 Layout tables. Like #1.7, layout 
tables need role=”presentation” 
but here there are th (table 
header) cells down the left. 
Butthese are not data tables. 

(g) 
1.3.1 

High Change all th to td. 
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5. Search – Restriction to “Braille book” on left. 
http://berkeley.worldcat.org/search?qt=wc_org_berkeley&q=rowling%2C+j.k.&scope=1&oldscope=1&w
csbtn2w=Search&fq=#x0%253Abook%2Bx4%253Abrailleformat        
August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 Nothing new. See #4. 

 

http://berkeley.worldcat.org/search?qt=wc_org_berkeley&q=rowling%2C+j.k.&scope=1&oldscope=1&wcsbtn2w=Search&fq=#x0%253Abook%2Bx4%253Abrailleformat
http://berkeley.worldcat.org/search?qt=wc_org_berkeley&q=rowling%2C+j.k.&scope=1&oldscope=1&wcsbtn2w=Search&fq=#x0%253Abook%2Bx4%253Abrailleformat
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6. Melvyl Search – Specific book (Harry Potter, j.k. Rowling) 
http://berkeley.worldcat.org/title/harry-potter-and-the-order-of-the-
phoenix/oclc/52788539&referer=brief_results        
August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 Nothing new. See #6. 

http://berkeley.worldcat.org/title/harry-potter-and-the-order-of-the-phoenix/oclc/52788539&referer=brief_results
http://berkeley.worldcat.org/title/harry-potter-and-the-order-of-the-phoenix/oclc/52788539&referer=brief_results
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7. Request Interlibrary Loan 
https://request.cdlib.org:4502/request/openurl.jsp?&url_ver=Z39.88-
2004&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fberkeley.worldcat.org%3Aworldcat&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Abook&req
_dat=%3Csessionid%3E&rfe_dat=%3Caccessionnumber%3E52788539%3C%2Faccessionnumber%3E&rft_id=info%3Aoclcnum%
2F52788539&rft.aulast=Rowling&rft.aufirst=J&rft.auinitm=K&rft.btitle=Harry+Potter+and+the+Order+of+the+Phoenix&rft.date
=2003&rft.place=New+York&rft.pub=National+Braille+Press&rft.genre=book&rft.identifier=PR6068.O93+H3727+2003&req_id=
info:rfa/oclc/institutions/5689       

August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 From above. See #1.7 Use presentation role for layout tables,  #4.5 Use empty alt-text, not alt=” ”. 

7.1 In-page navigation. No headings 
here. 

(o) 
1.3.1 

High The Obvious heading is at the top, “Request” 
but it is an image (including the black text 
below it). Wrap that image in an h1 tag.  

7.2 Form labels. The form is not 
labeled. 

(n) 
3.3.2 

High Each of 6 form controls has adequate on-screen 
text – add unique id’s to each form control and 
use the label tag around the on-screen 
prompt with a for attribute which is the same 
as the id of the control. 

7.3 Active images. The cancel button 
has no alt-text. 

(a) 
1.1.1 

High Use alt=”Cancel” (of course). 

https://request.cdlib.org:4502/request/openurl.jsp?&url_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fberkeley.worldcat.org%3Aworldcat&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Abook&req_dat=%3Csessionid%3E&rfe_dat=%3Caccessionnumber%3E52788539%3C%2Faccessionnumber%3E&rft_id=info%3Aoclcnum%2F52788539&rft.aulast=Rowling&rft.aufirst=J&rft.auinitm=K&rft.btitle=Harry+Potter+and+the+Order+of+the+Phoenix&rft.date=2003&rft.place=New+York&rft.pub=National+Braille+Press&rft.genre=book&rft.identifier=PR6068.O93+H3727+2003&req_id=info:rfa/oclc/institutions/5689
https://request.cdlib.org:4502/request/openurl.jsp?&url_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fberkeley.worldcat.org%3Aworldcat&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Abook&req_dat=%3Csessionid%3E&rfe_dat=%3Caccessionnumber%3E52788539%3C%2Faccessionnumber%3E&rft_id=info%3Aoclcnum%2F52788539&rft.aulast=Rowling&rft.aufirst=J&rft.auinitm=K&rft.btitle=Harry+Potter+and+the+Order+of+the+Phoenix&rft.date=2003&rft.place=New+York&rft.pub=National+Braille+Press&rft.genre=book&rft.identifier=PR6068.O93+H3727+2003&req_id=info:rfa/oclc/institutions/5689
https://request.cdlib.org:4502/request/openurl.jsp?&url_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fberkeley.worldcat.org%3Aworldcat&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Abook&req_dat=%3Csessionid%3E&rfe_dat=%3Caccessionnumber%3E52788539%3C%2Faccessionnumber%3E&rft_id=info%3Aoclcnum%2F52788539&rft.aulast=Rowling&rft.aufirst=J&rft.auinitm=K&rft.btitle=Harry+Potter+and+the+Order+of+the+Phoenix&rft.date=2003&rft.place=New+York&rft.pub=National+Braille+Press&rft.genre=book&rft.identifier=PR6068.O93+H3727+2003&req_id=info:rfa/oclc/institutions/5689
https://request.cdlib.org:4502/request/openurl.jsp?&url_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fberkeley.worldcat.org%3Aworldcat&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Abook&req_dat=%3Csessionid%3E&rfe_dat=%3Caccessionnumber%3E52788539%3C%2Faccessionnumber%3E&rft_id=info%3Aoclcnum%2F52788539&rft.aulast=Rowling&rft.aufirst=J&rft.auinitm=K&rft.btitle=Harry+Potter+and+the+Order+of+the+Phoenix&rft.date=2003&rft.place=New+York&rft.pub=National+Braille+Press&rft.genre=book&rft.identifier=PR6068.O93+H3727+2003&req_id=info:rfa/oclc/institutions/5689
https://request.cdlib.org:4502/request/openurl.jsp?&url_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fberkeley.worldcat.org%3Aworldcat&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Abook&req_dat=%3Csessionid%3E&rfe_dat=%3Caccessionnumber%3E52788539%3C%2Faccessionnumber%3E&rft_id=info%3Aoclcnum%2F52788539&rft.aulast=Rowling&rft.aufirst=J&rft.auinitm=K&rft.btitle=Harry+Potter+and+the+Order+of+the+Phoenix&rft.date=2003&rft.place=New+York&rft.pub=National+Braille+Press&rft.genre=book&rft.identifier=PR6068.O93+H3727+2003&req_id=info:rfa/oclc/institutions/5689
https://request.cdlib.org:4502/request/openurl.jsp?&url_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fberkeley.worldcat.org%3Aworldcat&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Abook&req_dat=%3Csessionid%3E&rfe_dat=%3Caccessionnumber%3E52788539%3C%2Faccessionnumber%3E&rft_id=info%3Aoclcnum%2F52788539&rft.aulast=Rowling&rft.aufirst=J&rft.auinitm=K&rft.btitle=Harry+Potter+and+the+Order+of+the+Phoenix&rft.date=2003&rft.place=New+York&rft.pub=National+Braille+Press&rft.genre=book&rft.identifier=PR6068.O93+H3727+2003&req_id=info:rfa/oclc/institutions/5689
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8. Response to Request  
August 2012 
Not able to do this – need student id. 
The accessibility issues on the page appear to be the same as #7 

9. Another Search (j.k. rowling instead of rowling, j.k)? 
http://berkeley.worldcat.org/search?qt=wc_org_berkeley&q=j.k.+rowling&scope=1&oldscope=1&wcsbtn2w=Search&dblist=17
08%2C1875%2C143%2C1834%2C1847%2C1271%2C2130%2C1476%2C1525%2C1953%2C1943%2C2233%2C2005%2C2148%2C1
941%2C2158%2C239%2C2038%2C2007%2C2006%2C2221%2C2162%2C2164%2C1773%2C1777%2C1441%2C283%2C285%2C63
8       

August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 Nothing New. See #4. 

 

http://berkeley.worldcat.org/search?qt=wc_org_berkeley&q=j.k.+rowling&scope=1&oldscope=1&wcsbtn2w=Search&dblist=1708%2C1875%2C143%2C1834%2C1847%2C1271%2C2130%2C1476%2C1525%2C1953%2C1943%2C2233%2C2005%2C2148%2C1941%2C2158%2C239%2C2038%2C2007%2C2006%2C2221%2C2162%2C2164%2C1773%2C1777%2C1441%2C283%2C285%2C638
http://berkeley.worldcat.org/search?qt=wc_org_berkeley&q=j.k.+rowling&scope=1&oldscope=1&wcsbtn2w=Search&dblist=1708%2C1875%2C143%2C1834%2C1847%2C1271%2C2130%2C1476%2C1525%2C1953%2C1943%2C2233%2C2005%2C2148%2C1941%2C2158%2C239%2C2038%2C2007%2C2006%2C2221%2C2162%2C2164%2C1773%2C1777%2C1441%2C283%2C285%2C638
http://berkeley.worldcat.org/search?qt=wc_org_berkeley&q=j.k.+rowling&scope=1&oldscope=1&wcsbtn2w=Search&dblist=1708%2C1875%2C143%2C1834%2C1847%2C1271%2C2130%2C1476%2C1525%2C1953%2C1943%2C2233%2C2005%2C2148%2C1941%2C2158%2C239%2C2038%2C2007%2C2006%2C2221%2C2162%2C2164%2C1773%2C1777%2C1441%2C283%2C285%2C638
http://berkeley.worldcat.org/search?qt=wc_org_berkeley&q=j.k.+rowling&scope=1&oldscope=1&wcsbtn2w=Search&dblist=1708%2C1875%2C143%2C1834%2C1847%2C1271%2C2130%2C1476%2C1525%2C1953%2C1943%2C2233%2C2005%2C2148%2C1941%2C2158%2C239%2C2038%2C2007%2C2006%2C2221%2C2162%2C2164%2C1773%2C1777%2C1441%2C283%2C285%2C638
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10. Another Book (Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows) 
http://berkeley.worldcat.org/title/harry-potter-and-the-deathly-hallows/oclc/155131850&referer=brief_results        

August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 Nothing New. See #6. 

 

http://berkeley.worldcat.org/title/harry-potter-and-the-deathly-hallows/oclc/155131850&referer=brief_results
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11. Another Request 
https://request.cdlib.org:4502/request/openurl.jsp?url_ver=Z39.88-
2004&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fberkeley.worldcat.org%3Aworldcat&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Abook&req
_dat=%3Csessionid%3E&rfe_dat=%3Caccessionnumber%3E155131850%3C%2Faccessionnumber%3E&rft_id=info%3Aoclcnum
%2F155131850&rft_id=urn%3AISBN%3A9780545010221&rft.aulast=Rowling&rft.aufirst=J&rft.auinitm=K&rft.btitle=Harry+Pott
er+and+the+Deathly+Hallows&rft.date=2007&rft.isbn=9780545010221&rft.place=New+York++NY&rft.pub=Arthur+A.+Levine+
Books&rft.edition=1st+ed.&rft.genre=book&rft.identifier=PZ7.R79835+Hak+2007&req_id=info%3Arfa%2Foclc%2FInstitutions%
2F5689         

August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 Nothing New. See #7. 

 

12. Response to Request  
August 2012 
Like #8 not able to do this – need student id.  
The accessibility issues on the page appear to be the same as #7 and #11. 
 

https://request.cdlib.org:4502/request/openurl.jsp?url_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fberkeley.worldcat.org%3Aworldcat&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Abook&req_dat=%3Csessionid%3E&rfe_dat=%3Caccessionnumber%3E155131850%3C%2Faccessionnumber%3E&rft_id=info%3Aoclcnum%2F155131850&rft_id=urn%3AISBN%3A9780545010221&rft.aulast=Rowling&rft.aufirst=J&rft.auinitm=K&rft.btitle=Harry+Potter+and+the+Deathly+Hallows&rft.date=2007&rft.isbn=9780545010221&rft.place=New+York++NY&rft.pub=Arthur+A.+Levine+Books&rft.edition=1st+ed.&rft.genre=book&rft.identifier=PZ7.R79835+Hak+2007&req_id=info%3Arfa%2Foclc%2FInstitutions%2F5689
https://request.cdlib.org:4502/request/openurl.jsp?url_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fberkeley.worldcat.org%3Aworldcat&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Abook&req_dat=%3Csessionid%3E&rfe_dat=%3Caccessionnumber%3E155131850%3C%2Faccessionnumber%3E&rft_id=info%3Aoclcnum%2F155131850&rft_id=urn%3AISBN%3A9780545010221&rft.aulast=Rowling&rft.aufirst=J&rft.auinitm=K&rft.btitle=Harry+Potter+and+the+Deathly+Hallows&rft.date=2007&rft.isbn=9780545010221&rft.place=New+York++NY&rft.pub=Arthur+A.+Levine+Books&rft.edition=1st+ed.&rft.genre=book&rft.identifier=PZ7.R79835+Hak+2007&req_id=info%3Arfa%2Foclc%2FInstitutions%2F5689
https://request.cdlib.org:4502/request/openurl.jsp?url_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fberkeley.worldcat.org%3Aworldcat&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Abook&req_dat=%3Csessionid%3E&rfe_dat=%3Caccessionnumber%3E155131850%3C%2Faccessionnumber%3E&rft_id=info%3Aoclcnum%2F155131850&rft_id=urn%3AISBN%3A9780545010221&rft.aulast=Rowling&rft.aufirst=J&rft.auinitm=K&rft.btitle=Harry+Potter+and+the+Deathly+Hallows&rft.date=2007&rft.isbn=9780545010221&rft.place=New+York++NY&rft.pub=Arthur+A.+Levine+Books&rft.edition=1st+ed.&rft.genre=book&rft.identifier=PZ7.R79835+Hak+2007&req_id=info%3Arfa%2Foclc%2FInstitutions%2F5689
https://request.cdlib.org:4502/request/openurl.jsp?url_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fberkeley.worldcat.org%3Aworldcat&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Abook&req_dat=%3Csessionid%3E&rfe_dat=%3Caccessionnumber%3E155131850%3C%2Faccessionnumber%3E&rft_id=info%3Aoclcnum%2F155131850&rft_id=urn%3AISBN%3A9780545010221&rft.aulast=Rowling&rft.aufirst=J&rft.auinitm=K&rft.btitle=Harry+Potter+and+the+Deathly+Hallows&rft.date=2007&rft.isbn=9780545010221&rft.place=New+York++NY&rft.pub=Arthur+A.+Levine+Books&rft.edition=1st+ed.&rft.genre=book&rft.identifier=PZ7.R79835+Hak+2007&req_id=info%3Arfa%2Foclc%2FInstitutions%2F5689
https://request.cdlib.org:4502/request/openurl.jsp?url_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fberkeley.worldcat.org%3Aworldcat&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Abook&req_dat=%3Csessionid%3E&rfe_dat=%3Caccessionnumber%3E155131850%3C%2Faccessionnumber%3E&rft_id=info%3Aoclcnum%2F155131850&rft_id=urn%3AISBN%3A9780545010221&rft.aulast=Rowling&rft.aufirst=J&rft.auinitm=K&rft.btitle=Harry+Potter+and+the+Deathly+Hallows&rft.date=2007&rft.isbn=9780545010221&rft.place=New+York++NY&rft.pub=Arthur+A.+Levine+Books&rft.edition=1st+ed.&rft.genre=book&rft.identifier=PZ7.R79835+Hak+2007&req_id=info%3Arfa%2Foclc%2FInstitutions%2F5689
https://request.cdlib.org:4502/request/openurl.jsp?url_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fberkeley.worldcat.org%3Aworldcat&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Abook&req_dat=%3Csessionid%3E&rfe_dat=%3Caccessionnumber%3E155131850%3C%2Faccessionnumber%3E&rft_id=info%3Aoclcnum%2F155131850&rft_id=urn%3AISBN%3A9780545010221&rft.aulast=Rowling&rft.aufirst=J&rft.auinitm=K&rft.btitle=Harry+Potter+and+the+Deathly+Hallows&rft.date=2007&rft.isbn=9780545010221&rft.place=New+York++NY&rft.pub=Arthur+A.+Levine+Books&rft.edition=1st+ed.&rft.genre=book&rft.identifier=PZ7.R79835+Hak+2007&req_id=info%3Arfa%2Foclc%2FInstitutions%2F5689
https://request.cdlib.org:4502/request/openurl.jsp?url_ver=Z39.88-2004&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fberkeley.worldcat.org%3Aworldcat&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Abook&req_dat=%3Csessionid%3E&rfe_dat=%3Caccessionnumber%3E155131850%3C%2Faccessionnumber%3E&rft_id=info%3Aoclcnum%2F155131850&rft_id=urn%3AISBN%3A9780545010221&rft.aulast=Rowling&rft.aufirst=J&rft.auinitm=K&rft.btitle=Harry+Potter+and+the+Deathly+Hallows&rft.date=2007&rft.isbn=9780545010221&rft.place=New+York++NY&rft.pub=Arthur+A.+Levine+Books&rft.edition=1st+ed.&rft.genre=book&rft.identifier=PZ7.R79835+Hak+2007&req_id=info%3Arfa%2Foclc%2FInstitutions%2F5689
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Melvyl_Articles.pdf  
The second pdf document has the equivalent of these screens: 
(1) Melvyl landing page, Page 1  
(2) Search results, Page 4 
(2) Search Results restricted, page 5 

13. Specific article 
http://berkeley.worldcat.org/title/record-1430105459884-unavailable/oclc/1430105459884?referer=brief_results          

August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 Nothing New. See #7. 

 

http://berkeley.worldcat.org/title/record-1430105459884-unavailable/oclc/1430105459884?referer=brief_results
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14. UC-elinks  
The page is different from that in the pdf listing; however following “UC-elinks Menu” at the top of this 
page I did find the specified page, #15.  
http://tinyurl.com/97nl9xk       
August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

14.1 Images. The logo at the top has 
alt=”UC_eLinks image” 
(should not have “image.” Also no 
alt-text on the EBSCO Host image. 

(a) 
1.1.1 

High On the top alt=”UC-eLinks” and the logo, 
alt=”EBCSO host” 

14.2 In-page navigation. There is one 
h3 (see screen shot). 

(o) 
2.4.1 

High I recommend making the title at the top h1 and 
change the h3 to h2. 

14.3 Frame titles. Neither frame has a 
title. 

(i) 
2.4.2 

High Make the two titles “top menu” (currently the 
name attribute) and “content”. 

14.4 Contrast. The UC-elinks logo, top 
left, has inadequate contrast with 
a contrast ratio of 1.9:1. 

1.4.3 Med With this size text the contrast ratio needs to 
be at least 3:1. You canget that with a 
background color of #CF7F24.  

 

http://tinyurl.com/97nl9xk
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15. UC-elinks Menu  
http://tinyurl.com/94gcdu5   
August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 From above. See #1.7 Use role=”presentation” on layout tables, #14.4 low contrast on the 
“UC-eLinks” logo. 

15.1 In-page navigation. No headings. (o) 
2.4.1 

High Make the title (“Obstetric intensive …”) h1 and 
then each of the other bold headings h2. 

15.2 Formatting images. There are 17 
instances of pixel.gif that have no 
alt text. 

(a) 
1.1.1 

High Use alt=”” (no space). 

 

http://tinyurl.com/94gcdu5
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16. UC-elinks (Get the article online) 
http://tinyurl.com/9dd4smw   
August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 Nothing new. See #14 (This is the content frame of #14. 

http://tinyurl.com/9dd4smw
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OskiCat_Articles.pdf  

17. UC-elinks (Get the article online) 
http://oskicat.berkeley.edu/search    
August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 From above. See #1.7 Use role=”presentation” on layout tables (only one here), #1.9 Make the 
skip link at least visible on focus. 

17.1 In-page navigation. Good 
headings here. 

(o) 
2.4.1 

Med I would add h3 markup on the 4 subheadings 
below “Search help.” 

17.2 Form labels. The labeling is about 
75% correct. 

(n) 
3.3.2 

High The last select menu (Scope of search) does not 
have an id; add id=”searchscope” which 
is what the label tag uses. Add label tag for 
the check box with for=”availlim” which 
is id on the checkbox. 

17.3 Skip link. The skip link doesn’t 
work. Tab to the link, press enter, 
tab again and you are back at the 
top of the page. 

  (o) 
2.4.1 

High This is a common problem with such links. 
Make the target of the skip an anchor with, say, 
href=”#” – that ought to do it. This problem 
is discussed @ http://tinyurl.com/skiplinks.  

 

http://oskicat.berkeley.edu/search
http://tinyurl.com/skiplinks
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18. Find Articles 
http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/find/types/articles.html     
August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 Nothing new. See #3. 

 

http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/find/types/articles.html
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19. Find Information 
http://cluster4.lib.berkeley.edu:8080/ERF/servlet/ERFmain?cmd=searchSub&subjectId=53&resTypeId=12     
August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 From above. See #1.7 Use role=”presentation” on layout tables (only one here), #3.1 Spurious 
h6 headings ad the bottom of the page, #3.3 Add landmark roles, #3.3 Decorative image - top right, 
#3.4 Repair the alt-text on the image map and order of area tags.   

19.1 In-page navigation. Like #3, two 
spurious h6 headings at the 
bottom pf the page; other than 
tha no headings. 

(o) 
2.4.1 

Med Remove the h5. Make “Find Information” at the 
top an h1.Use h2 on the 4 headings on right 
and also on “Article Databases” on the right. 
Make each item heading on the right (like 
“Academic Search Complete”) an h3. 

19.2 Contrast. As we have seen before, 

contrast on orange text,  
is not adequate. Also here, the 
green menu item. 

1.4.3 Med The Green is at 3.7:1 – only needs to be a little 
darker. 

http://cluster4.lib.berkeley.edu:8080/ERF/servlet/ERFmain?cmd=searchSub&subjectId=53&resTypeId=12
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20. UC eLinks Citation Linker 
http://ucelinks.cdlib.org:8888/sfx_local/cgi/core/citation-linker.cgi      
August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 From above. See #1.7 Use role=”presentation” on layout tables, #14.4 low contrast on the 
“UC-eLinks” logo, and “Citation Linker .” 

20.1 In-page navigation. Like 15.1,  no 
headings. 

(o) 
2.4.1 

High Use h1 on  “Locate the …” and one h2 
(“Journal title …”). Maybe h2 on “Not sure …” 
also! 

20.2 Form labels. There is no labeling. (n) 
3.3.2 

High Add aria-required=true to the tow 
required input fields and the following  labeling: 

 (a) Use title=”Author last name” on the first field. 

(b) Use the label tag on all the other fields. 

(c) Add tabindex=”0” to each of the sections of text between fields – this will put that text I the tab 
order. 

20.3 Active images. Both the buttons 
have no alt-text. 

(a) 
1.1.1 

HIgh Use, of course, alt=”Continue” and 
alt=”Clear” 

 

http://ucelinks.cdlib.org:8888/sfx_local/cgi/core/citation-linker.cgi
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OskiCat_Books_SoundRecordings.pdf  

21. OskiCat Search 
http://oskicat.berkeley.edu/search    
August 2012 
See #17. 

22. OskiCat Search Results 
http://oskicat.berkeley.edu/search~S62/?searchtype=a&searcharg=rowling%2C+j.k&searchscope=1&sor
tdropdown=-&SORT=D&extended=0&SUBMIT=Search&searchlimits=&searchorigarg=arowling%2C+j.k  
August 2012 

 

# Issue Std Sev Recommendation 

 From above. See #1.7 Use role=”presentation” on layout tables, #1.9 Make the skip link visible 
on focus, #17.3 The Skip link doesn’t work. 

22.1 In-page navigation. After quite 
good headings on the similar page 
(#17), here there is only on hidden 
h3. 

(o) 
2.4.1 

High Use h2 on  “Authors ( ) 
and h3 on each book title. 

http://oskicat.berkeley.edu/search
http://oskicat.berkeley.edu/search~S62/?searchtype=a&searcharg=rowling%2C+j.k&searchscope=1&sortdropdown=-&SORT=D&extended=0&SUBMIT=Search&searchlimits=&searchorigarg=arowling%2C+j.k
http://oskicat.berkeley.edu/search~S62/?searchtype=a&searcharg=rowling%2C+j.k&searchscope=1&sortdropdown=-&SORT=D&extended=0&SUBMIT=Search&searchlimits=&searchorigarg=arowling%2C+j.k
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22.2 Form labels. Several errors in 
form labeling. 

(n) 
3.3.2 

High I recommend the following  labeling: 

 (a) Use title=”Search History” on the first select menu – and the last select menu. Yes it is 
the default text, but that default text can change. 

(b) The last select menu at the top has no label. Use title=”Sort by”. 

(c) The last checkbox at the top has no label, use the label tag on available text, “Limit to items not 

checked out”. 

(d) Edit field at the bottom, title=”item number” 

(e) Finally all the checkboxes for individual items, use the label tag on the title of the book or article 
– title only! 

22.3 Active images. Some of the little 

triangles, , have no 
alt-text, others, alt=“Bullet 
point.” 

(a) 
1.1.1 

High On all of these use alt=””. The image is 
included in the anchor with the text (Request). 

22.4 Active images. One button, 

, has 
no alt-text. 

(a) 
1.1.1 

High Use text on the button, alt=”Save to my 
lists” 

22.5 Other images. The alt-text on the 
icons next to the checkboxes (like 

) is not clear; This one is “PROJ 
MEDIUM” another is “Printed 
MAIL”? 

(a) 
1.1.1 

High Make these clear and short – Is  “Video”? 

 

23. OskiCat Request Verification 
August 2012 
I don’t have the credentials to make the request but can see from the print-out  that the page is very 
similar to #21. 
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